
This newsletter comes as the war in Ukraine
continues, eight months after the Russian invasion
started. Our work has been affected in various
ways. You can find more general information about
Ukraine on our website here:

https://friendshousemoscow.org/news-
about-ukraine/
including news of Friends in Kyiv, and details of
online Meetings for Worship to hold Ukraine in the
Light.
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Our work in Russia goes on as normal: both
support for projects, and Quaker outreach in the
Russian language. Russian speakers everywhere
are invited to look at our quakers.ru website. We
also maintain an online presence in Russian on
Facebook and vKonkakte, but these are less visited
than previously (Facebook has been banned in
Russia; and many Russians prefer to avoid online
activity because they do not feel safe expressing
opinions). Telegram Messenger promises to
become the busiest place of communication about
Quakerism in Russian.

Translation of Quaker books continues: these
are all available for free download online, and
selected titles have been printed as well. This year
we sent out 150 printed books: the most requested
ones were Plague, Pestilence and Famine, Rethinking
War and Peace, and Christ in Catastrophe.

The "Equally Diverse" project provides
schools with books and other materials to enable
children of migrants to learn Russian, develop

Work in Russia

The Refugee Centre in Moscow works with
children whose families arrived in Russia from
many places: Syria, Afghanistan, Côte D'Ivoire,
Congo, Nigeria, Cameroon, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan,

Kyrgyzstan, Angola, Vietnam, Egypt... and now also
from Ukraine. The Centre is developing a special
programme for Ukrainian refugees. Many new
volunteer helpers came to the Centre this summer:
people want to help refugees, now more than usual,
because of the situation in the world.

Over 100 children are engaged with various
activities, including classes in core school subjects
when needed. In some families their parents also
participate in Russian and English language classes.
The Centre works via Zoom with students who
cannot travel from far away to the city centre.

The Centre relies mostly on volunteer
teachers and helpers, but there are paid
coordinators whose cost is supported by FHM. We
are grateful to all of our donors, but especially to
Quaker-Hilfe (German Yearly Meeting) and Quaker
Service Sweden for their dedicated support for this
work.

The Refugee Centre

Refugee Centre: a walk in the park

Refugee Centre: art therapy for young children

School books for refugee kids
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communication skills, and get acquainted with
cultural and other features of different regions of
Russia. The programme previously ran in Kaluga,
and this year expanded to Novosibirsk where 10
schools and 30 teachers participated.

The "Big Change" organisation provides
education, life skills, and community for children
who "age out" of orphanages or foster care. FHM
supports their "English Club" discussions which
boost skills in general - as well as teaching English.
The club currently caters for 17 students.

Alternatives to Violence:
Ukraine, Estonia, Russia

psychologists, teachers and other professionals,
students, and young people in detention facilities.

Following the invasion they had to suspend
activities, and some facilitators left the country.
They have now returned, and are finding ways to
rebuild their style of work. In May and June they
held workshops called “Internal support. How to
deal with difficult emotions and move on". Three
workshops for children in Odessa took place in
July. Recently the war situation has made work
very difficult, especially due to loss of electricity
on multiple occasions.

In Estonia, we are supporting Quakers in
Talinn to run AVP workshops for mixed groups
consisting of refugees from Ukraine, and citizens
of Estonia who are ethnic Russians. The latter
group make up about 24% of the population, and
tend to feel (rightly or wrongly) that they are
treated as second class citizens. The AVP work
aims to defuse tensions by bringing both groups
together to work for peace.

Meanwhile the AVP group in Moscow is
resuming activity - but with caution. Two
workshops were held in the FHM office, on topics
"Death" and "Imposed social roles". Although
"death" is a serious subject, the participants were
ready to discuss it openly and share their
experiences connected with it. The Moscow AVP
group are in contact with German and Georgian
Friends and are planning to hold several AVP
workshops in Tbilisi.

We support the Alternatives to Violence
Project (AVP) in three countries. AVP is an
international movement that gives training to
individuals to help them respond to threatening
situations in a nonviolent way. It is run by
volunteers, but FHM helps to fund the running
costs of workshops.

The AVP group in Ukraine is based in Odessa,
and also works in Kharkiv and other cities.
Participants in their workshops have included

Books given to schools in Novosibirsk

Orphans: English Club at "Big Change"

More school books for refugee kids...
A new project in Estonia provides books and

used computers for refugee children who arrived
from Ukraine. The aims of the project are similar
to those of the "Equally Diverse" work in Russia,
and we are glad to be able to help support it.

(About money: Funds transfer to Russia remains
difficult, but we have some routes that are both (a)
practical, and (b) legal (do not violate sanctions).
We are very grateful to all our donors for
continuing to support us in these difficult times.)
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